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‘Readiness Activities for Beginners’ provides children with a variety of
experiences and skills to help them learn through play. Learning is a
rewarding experience, especially when it is associated with joy. As the pre-
schooler plays and interacts she acquires many new experiences including
the art of learning. It is important for teachers and parents to provide young
children with high quality experiences using educational materials that
stimulate and encourage their learning efforts. In essence, Readiness

Activities for Beginners constitute very important aspect of early learning.
It presents readiness activities (based on visual perception programme) which
may be considered essential for young children in the age group of 3+ to 4
years and 4+ to 5 years. Both the volumes (1 and 2) venture to specify a
number of readiness activities which are provided in the form of perforated
worksheets. These activities are useful at the beginning of the primary stage.
The main objective of these activity books is to prepare children for reading,
writing and arithmetic prior to their entering in primary school.

‘Readiness Activities for Beginners’ has been carefully planned to
encourage the pre-schoolers to develop an interest and enthusiasm for
undertaking activities provided in worksheet. It is expected that these activity
worksheets need to be appreciated in a spirit of fun. Enjoyment in the activities
is essential if we want our children to grow up valuing learning through
books and reading. This activity book will help pre-schoolers in shape
recognition, writing coordination and many other experiences and skills
essential for success in early learning. It has been designed in a way that it
can serve a three-fold purpose—a colouring book for creative work; a
communication medium between teacher, parent and child; and a workbook
for promoting independent readiness activities.

The activity book has been organised into two sections i.e.—
1. Section I is for teachers and parents. It comprises visual perception

programme, tips for the teachers and help with the worksheet
activities.

2. Section II contains readiness worksheets for the children.

Visual Perception Programme helps pre-school teachers to understand
and appreciate visual perceptual activities. The activities given in worksheet
are based on five visual perception skills i.e. visual motor coordination, figure
ground perception, perceptual constancy, position in space and spatial
relationship.

‘Tips for the teachers’ provide sufficient guidance to the teacher on the
approach to be adopted while dealing with the different worksheets. In order
to help the teachers and parents in carrying out work on different worksheets,
instructions for the activities and tips to use the worksheets have been
provided in the teacher-parent section. However, instructions for the
worksheets may be treated merely as suggestions and the teachers should
feel free to vary the complexity of the task to meet the needs of the individual
child. Instructions for the worksheet activities are the guidelines for the
teacher and parent on each activity.

Readiness Worksheets for the children has been prepared keeping in
mind the age and the developmental needs of the pre-schoolers. Pictures

PREFACEPREFACEPREFACEPREFACEPREFACE
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used in the worksheets are easily identifiable by the children. There are 92
readiness worksheets in Activity Book-1 and 90 in Activity Book-2 and these
are created and planned step by step and are presented in simple to complex
style but there is no hard and fast rule to follow the given sequence of the
worksheets. Flexibility and freedom are the heart and soul of this enterprise.

It is hoped that this publication would be well received by the
practitioners of pre-school education and the parents alike. We will be glad
to receive feedback based on your experiences. Suggestions regarding
different worksheets to enable us to modify them would be welcomed.

ROMILA SONI

Assistant Professor

Department of Elementary Education
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VISUAL PERCEPTUAL PROGRAMMEVISUAL PERCEPTUAL PROGRAMMEVISUAL PERCEPTUAL PROGRAMMEVISUAL PERCEPTUAL PROGRAMMEVISUAL PERCEPTUAL PROGRAMME

Readiness is a stage when children are maturationally ready to learn
something without intellectual or emotional stress and when they can feel
the satisfaction of having achieved that learning.

Good vision, clear speech, listening ability, social and emotional
behaviour, good eye-hand control, able to differentiate similarities and
differences—interest and desire are some of the indicators of readiness. This
activity book contains 92 readiness activities for (visual perceptional
programme) formal learning of the 3 R’s.

Why is it required?

Success in school achievement in general is heavily dependent upon the
ability to read, write and do number work. Without readiness children often
have difficulty in learning to read, write and do number work. for this we
need to prepare young children by giving lots of experience and readiness
activities that have to be an integral part of quality ECE programme before
the child is introduced to the formal learning of the 3 R’s.

Readiness activites develop interest and motivation in young children
for formal learning. During readiness programme, children develop specific
learning skills such as auditory and visual discrimination, familiarity with
language and print, letter sounds and their names, grouping things, left to
right directionality, problem solving, pattern making, one to one
correspondence and so on.
The visual perceptual activities given in the worksheet are based on the five
visual perceptual skills—
1. Visual Motor Coordination helps children to coordinate vision with

movements of the body or parts of the body. For example, when a person
reaches out for something, her hands are guided by her vision. Here the
eyes direct the movements of her hand. Similarly, when she runs, climbs,
kicks a ball, her eyes direct the movements of her feet. The actions
depends upon adequate eye-motor coordination.

2. Figure-ground Perception helps to develop the children’s ability to
focus on relevant stimuli. To understand figure-ground perception and
its importance let’s see this example—
“a young boy bouncing and catching a ball in a playground has his
attention on the ball that becomes the figure in the scene he perceives.
Whereas the other features of the playground like flowers, swings,
sandpit or the sea-saw are not the focus of his attention, they become
the dimly/faded perceived ground. The figure is that part of perception
that is the center of his attention. The young boy would be unable to
perceive the exact position of the bouncing ball and will face great
difficulty in catching the ball if he did not see it constantly in relation to
the ground. You will find that a child with poor figure-ground

discrimination tends to be inattentive and disorganised. This is mainly
because the child’s attention tends to jump to any stimulus that intrudes
upon him or anything that moves, glitters or is brightly coloured.

3. Perceptual Constancy activities help children to learn to recognise
different forms regardless of size, colour or position. For example, size
constancy involves the ability to perceive and recognise the actual size
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of an object regardless of factors that may change its apparent size. In
short, the activities for perceptual constancy help children to develop
the ability to generalise with regard to visual material.

4. Position in Space is the perception of the relationship in space of an
object to the observer. A person is always the center of her own world
and perceives objects as being behind, before, above, below and so on.
For example, a child with difficulty in perceiving the proper position of
an object in relation to her body is likely to perceive b as d, 6 as 9, p as
q and so on. These children do not perceive objects or written symbols
in the correct relationship to themselves. You may find that some
children are hesitant in their movements and find difficulty in
understanding spatial position such as in, out, up, down, below, above,
etc.

5. Spatial Relationship is the ability of an individual to perceive the
position of two or more objects in relation to herself and in relation to
each other. Activities like bead stringing, building blocks, pattern
matching are very helpful for the development of both perception of
spatial relationships and figure ground perception. For instance, when
a child threads or strings the beads she has to perceive the position of
the bead and the string in relation to herself, and also the position of
the bead and the string in relation to each other.

The following games and activities could be given to children before giving
the visual perceptual activities —

• Mirror activities
• Directional body movements
• Dramatic play
• Completing puzzles
• Games for gross motor coordination (kicking, jumping, running,

hopping, etc.)
• Fine motor coordination activities

(cutting, painting, pasting, tracing, clay modelling, bead stringing,
constructing with blocks, activities with manipulative top, self-help
activities, etc.)

• Discrimination activities
• Classification activities
• Tracing objects and shape templates
• Handling objects and materials
• Play with interlocking blocks
• Recognising and naming shapes (planes and solids)
• Picture recognition activities (such as associating a toy car to a picture car)
• Finding different sizes, sorting according to size, finding the same size.
• Pre-number words denoting size “This book is thick; that book is thin”.
• Finding the same shape
• Sorting according to shape
• Body object relationship activities (climb on a table, crawl under a

table, and so on)
• Directionality (left to right orientation)
• Using the body (draw parallel lines on the floor to form a ‘road’ and

ask child to walk across the road, beside it, along it; standing in
front of, behind, on, in or under objects.
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• Blocks can also be used for similar purposes
• Following the pattern (with objects) and completing the pattern (with

objects)
The above activities should be used before they do paper crayon activities.

Without mastery of such skills, children’s awareness of their environment,
ability to observe and their sense of responsibility will not fully develop.

TIPS FOR THE TEACHERSTIPS FOR THE TEACHERSTIPS FOR THE TEACHERSTIPS FOR THE TEACHERSTIPS FOR THE TEACHERS

How to use these Worksheets

1. The Worksheets (mainly consists of readiness concepts in a visual
perception programme) are designed in such a manner that these can
be easily detached by cutting out because of the followng two reasons —
 (i) Children are likely to be distracted by the other exercises or activities.
(ii) Worksheet can be removed from the activity book and later can be

kept in a portfolio that will also help the teacher to assess children’s
work.

2. Be sure that the worksheet is correctly positioned in front of each child
(450 to the child). The drawing of a mouse/cat printed on each activity
sheet should be in the lower right corner of the paper from the child’s
point of view. Please leave adequate place on the child’s left for those
who are left-handed. Encourage the child to use pincer/tripod grip to
hold crayon, using thumb and first two fingers. Give your children choice
whenever possible of two options, e.g. choice of colouring and material.

3. Paper and crayon exercises should not be regarded as set procedures
to be used in exactly the same way with all the children. Some children
may require more instructions, some less and they should be varied
according to the child’s capacity. While giving instructions for the
worksheets, be creative and also evoke the rich imaginations of the young
minds.

4. Allow each child to work at her own speed.
5. Provide more concrete and hands-on-experiences and then give them

worksheets. Create a positive atmosphere—if the learning is pleasant, a
child will learn. Proceed from simple to complex, familiar to unfamiliar
activities.

6. Make every child feel that you like her, understand her difficulties,
appreciate her effort and are always there to help her.

7. Occasionally allow children to carry their completed work home as they
take pride in their work and parents also get satisfied from knowing
that their little ones are progressing in a specific skill.

8. Ensure that activities in worksheets are presented in such a way that
the child does not experience failure. (Begin at the level at which each
child can succeed)

9. Help your children to improve in figure-ground perception by using
everyday opportunities for example, while walking outdoors, you may
ask, “Can you see the little bird on the wire?” “Can you see the coloured
stone?” and so on. During story telling or picture reading ask children
to look carefully at the picture and ask them what they see in it.

10. Provide frequent opportunities for handling objects together, taking them
apart, constructing with blocks of different size, shape and colours.
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11. Watch each child carefully to observe her reactions to the given activity
worksheet.

12. Ensure that sensory motor training (handling manipulative materials)
and visual perceptual training (working with paper and crayon exercises)
should proceed simultaneously. Sensory motor training is seen as an
essential preliminary activity to perceptual training just as perceptual
training is regarded as preparation for concept formation and academic
work.

13. Be sure to integrate worksheet activities in language, perception and
motor activities. Language and perception should be developed in an
integrated manner, as it is language that enhances perceptual
experiences. Use language instructions clearly as children must first
listen to instructions and then translate what they perceive auditorily
into a visual motor art. For example, when children have to draw slanting
lines, many find it difficult. Provide them with 5-6 thin wires or thread
or broom sticks to lay on the page where they will draw the lines
(Demonstrate). For example, use language instructions, “Here is a girl
trying to reach up for a big bunch of balloons. Try if you can draw a
string from each balloon down to the girl’s hand. Do it before the balloons
blow away!” (Demonstrate). Encourage children to describe the pictures
of objects or persons and also describe their actions for example, after
completing the activity a child might say, “I drew the strings to the
balloons. Now the balloons will not fly away”. After completing the activity
worksheet, you can do a rhyme, story, riddle, etc.

14. Make the worksheet fun to do. Encourage children to discuss their work
and thoughts. After completing the work always encourage children to
talk about what they have done.

15. While working with economically deprived children, be sure that the
children feel the satisfaction of performing tasks and activities
successfully. These children do not usually get the perceptual
stimulation provided by a variety of toys and close experiences with
parents who can guide their play. Visual perceptual activities are
important as exposure for children as they encourage them to observe
things around them.

16. While doing sound discrimination activities draw your child’s attention
to the initial sound of words, e.g., “This word begins with m (letter name)
and it makes a mmmm sound”. Play : “I Spy” using letter sounds rather
than name.

17. Talk about and discuss the pictures on each page.

This activity book includes both structured, goal-directed activities and
creative thinking. Be sure to provide freehand drawing, music and movement,
thinking and language games and opportunities for imaginative play. Always
remember that good teaching never depends upon a blueprint. Involve
children in activities that encourage sharing, group work e.g. collage making
etc., as peer interaction makes learning meaningful.
NOTE —Worksheets given are photocopiable (reinforcement and practice) for
the buyer’s own non-commercial use.

• The worksheets given should be presented in an attractive manner
that they should be enjoyable for the children.
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Activity 1 Visual discrimination—Find What is Different?
(Position in Space)
Here the children have to identify the picture that is different
in each row. Then ask them to circle them. (Demonstrate
with concrete objects first) Ask the children to join the
dotted lines.

Activity 2 Find the Similar Pictures
(Position in Space)
Let the children identify the pictures. Say, “Look at the first
box. Find the two dogs that are exactly the same. (Give
children time to locate). Colour them. Similarly complete
the other boxes. Ask the children to identify the initial sound
of the given objects.

Activity 3 Find the Similar
(Position in Space)
Say, “Look at the top row. Find the object that is exactly the
same as the one in the box. Colour it. Similarly do the other
rows. Then ask the children to join the dotted lines.

Activity 4 Visual discrimination — Find What is Different?
(Position in Space)
This activity is similar to activity 1. Do not emphasize on the
recognition of letters. Ask the children to circle the one that is
different.

Activity 5 Match the figure
(Position in Space and Visual Coordination)
This activity involves finding one figure that faces in either the
same direction or a different direction when compared with
the first figure. Be sure that your children understand the
concept of same and different. Provide a lot of practice with
concrete objects. Then show the worksheet. Use instructions
such as, “Look at the top row of pictures first. Look at the
bird in the box. Now look at all the birds in the row and find
the one that is exactly in the same position as the one in the
box. When you find it, put a mark/encircle/colour it with your
crayon.Repeat the instructions for the other two rows. Join
the dotted lines.

Activity 6 Identify Big-Small
(Perceptual Constancy: Comparison of sizes of figures)
Say, “Look at the first row. What are these? Which one is the
biggest? Which square is the smallest? Colour the ‘biggest’
square yellow. Colour the smallest square brown. Now colour
the remaining square red. Similarly do the other rows.

Activity 7 Find the Similar
Spatial Relationships (Similarities and Differences)
This activity is similar to activity 3. (Here the children have to
identify the shape of blocks in each row that is exactly like the
shape of blocks at the left). First, encourage each child to

HELP WITH THE ACTIVITIESHELP WITH THE ACTIVITIESHELP WITH THE ACTIVITIESHELP WITH THE ACTIVITIESHELP WITH THE ACTIVITIES
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construct that shape with her blocks. If sufficient blocks are
not available for every child, ask one child to demonstrate the
block building for the others.Then say, “Look at the drawing
in the left corner. (indicate) Find the similar one in the row.
Mark it or encircle it with your crayon. Good. Now look at the
second row. Look along the row and find the similar drawing
of a table that looks just like the one in the box. Put your
finger on it. Great! Encircle it with your crayon. Now let’s make
a table out of two blocks just like the one in the box. (Give
children time). Continue similarly with the two remaining rows.
Encourage the children to take about the picture eg. table,
bridge, etc..
– Ask the children to say the initial and ending sound of

letters, such as ‘B’, ‘T’
– Provide children ‘textured letters’ of B and T, cut outs of

sand paper to see, feel and trace.
Provide children writing templates ¡ orand ask them to
trace the outlines of these shapes so as to prepare them for
writing letters. Ask the children to join the dotted lines.

Activity 8 Match the Position
Spatial Relationships (Similarities and Differences)
The children have to identify the figure/shape in each row
that is exactly like the stimulus shape/figure on the left.
Introduce words that denote spatial directions and
relationships according to the appropriate level of the
children.Say, “Look at the drawing at the top left corner of the
page (show and indicate). Now look along the row and find
another shape/figure just like it and exactly in the same
position. Encircle or colour it with your crayon. Good.
Continue similarly with the two remaining rows.

Activity 9 Match Rectangle
(Perceptual Constancy—Shape constancy)
For concrete experience use instructions such as—“Look
around the room and point out the rectangles. That’s right,
the top of the table is a rectangle.” (Show children the cover of
the activity book — rectangle). Then ask the children to look
at the worksheet. Say, “Colour/outline all the rectangles you
can find in it”. Review the names of the previously done shapes.
Ask the children to count the number of rectangles in the
worksheet. Ask them to keep a rectangular block on a piece
of paper to trace.

Activity 10 Intersecting Lines
(Figure Ground)
Say, “Here is a picture of paths that are mixed up. You’ve
done this activity earlier also. Look at the animals at the top
of the paths. They want to walk down to the bottom of the
path. For example, put your blue crayon on the dog at the
top of the page and draw along the path to the dog at the
bottom. Try not to take your crayon off the paper. Similarly
trace the path between the other animals. (Ask the children to
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use the same colour crayon for each path). Review the concept
of animals. Have the children do initial sound discrimination
of the words — dog, tortoise, fish, rabbit.
Memory game—Encourage the children to say the names of
animals without looking at the worksheet. Ask the children
to draw and colour their favourite animal.

Activity 11 Find the Hidden Square
(Perceptual Constancy)
Show the worksheet and let the children identify the different
pictures. Then say, “you have to find the hidden squares in
each of the object. When you find the squares, outline them.
Ask the children to identify the initial and ending sounds

in words such as, ‘book’, ‘gift’, ‘block’, ‘house’, ‘roof’.
Activity 12 Find the Hidden Triangle

(Perceptual Constancy—Shape constancy)
This activity is similar to activity no. 11. Substitute square
for r . Ask the children to identify the initial sound of tree,

tent, yacht, cap, trumpet. What else starts with ‘t’?

Activity 13 Draw Lines in Anti Clock-wise
(Visual Motor Coordination)
Create a story by saying, “Raja, the truck driver is going to
the market to sell the drums. But unfortunately he has lost
some drums on his way to the market”. “Follow the arrows
and join the dots do complete the drums. Count how many
drum the truck driver has”. Say the sound of ‘t’, ‘r’, ‘d’, ‘m’.

Sing rhymes based on these sounds. Provide lids of

containers to the children to trace around.

Activity 14 Draw Lines in Anti Clock-wise
Visual-motor Coordination (Similar to activity 13)
Create a story by saying, “There is a shop that is selling hoops.
The children are enjoying the hoops. There are big hoops and
small hoops. Help the children roll their hoops by connecting
the dots in an anticlockwise direction.

Activity 15 Draw Lines in Anti Clock-wise
(Visual motor coordination)
It is an important pre-writing skill. Ask the children to move
their crayon on the dotted line in an anti clock-wise direction.
(Demonstrate on blackboard/worksheet) Practicing these
inward strokes help the children to write the letters a, c, d, e,
o, u. Encourage children to do lot of this pre-writing activity
on the ground, slates, newspaper and on the blackboard.
(Provide running blackboard/whiteboard in the classroom at
the children’s level)Find and paste/hang these letters in the

classroom and encourage the children to say the sound of

a, c, d, e, o, u. Sing rhymes based on the sounds of the letters.

Activity 16 Trace on the dotted lines
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Say, “look at the picture of the boy and the kite. Between them
there is a broken line that curves upward, then downward,
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and then upwards again. Start from the dot and trace on this
broken line. Try to keep the crayon on the paper.

Activity 17 Draw Lines Clockwise
(Visual Motor Coordination)
Similar to activity 14 and 15. Now substitute clockwise for,
an anticlockwise direction.
Create the story by saying the cat knows where the mouse is
hiding. Help the cat to reach the mouse slowly, slowly, slowly.
Ask the children to draw non-stop spiral clockwise lines on

sheets of newspaper.Identify the initial sound of cat and
mouse.

Activity 18 Draw Lines
(Visual Motor Coordination)
Ask the children to observe the picture. Talk about the picture.
Then ask them to complete the caterpillars and the snail by
connecting the dots. Later ask the children to colour them.
Identify the initial sound of caterpillar and snail.

Activity 19 Draw Lines
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Say, “This is a picture of a river that bends many times and
change its direction. Take a crayon and show how the girl
sails along the middle of the river to her house. Keep your
crayon right in the middle. Try not to let it touch the edges.Ask

the children to identify the initial sound of river, girl, house.

Activity 20 Find My Position
(Spatial Relationships: Related position of two objects.)
First demonstrate this activity with concrete three-dimensional
objects. Provide lots of practice so that the children understand
what is meant by in front of, beside and behind.
Let each child place the objects as you instruct them. For
example, “place the smaller block in front of the big block”,
and so on. Encourage the children to talk about the relative
positions of the objects. Then while using the worksheet say,
“look at these pictures carefully. At the left there is a bottle
and a clock (indicate). In one picture the bottle is in front of
the clock, in another picture it is beside the clock, and in still
another picture it is behind the clock. Show me the picture
where the bottle is in front of the clock ..., behind it ..., beside
it. Very good! Now look at the right side, there are pictures of
a clock and a cup. Now look at the pictures with a bottle and
clock (indicate). Where is the bottle? That’s right - in front of
the clock. Match the pictures accordingly.

Activity 21 Trace on the dotted lines
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Use instructions such as “Here is a little boy walking to get
his favourite ice cream. The boy has to walk on the broken
lines that have curves and make sharp turns. Try not to stop
your crayon and keep going. It encourage the children to

practice writing numbers and letters with curves and sharp

angles such as 2, 3, 5.
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Activity 22 Find Me a Path
(Spatial Relationships [Shortest path to goal])
Demonstrate this activity on a blackboard/paper. Let the
children trace the correct path with their fingers before using
a crayon. Say, “This picture is called a maze. At the top you
have to enter and at the bottom is the way out (indicate). Create
a story yourself to tell the children.

Activity 23 Intersecting Lines
(Figure ground—[Intersecting Lines])
Use language instructions, “Here is a picture of three modes
of transport that are going to different places. The family in
the car wants to go back home. Take a red crayon and draw
along the road from the car to the house. Now take another
crayon and help the aeroplane land at the airport. Now take a
brown crayon and help the family in the boat reach the dock.
• After the children finish the worksheet, ask the children

to say the, initial sound in the words—‘brown’, ‘red’ and

‘green’. Ask if they can think of other names that begin

with the same sound such as—‘b’- bubble, banana, bag,...

‘g’-gate, goat, grass, .... ‘r’-rain, rose, road. Review the

sound of letters that have already been taught.

• Let the children play with ‘alphabet dominoes’.
Activity 24 Find Odd One Out

(Position in Space)
Here the children have to identify the figure that is in a different
position from that of others in each row. Show and demonstrate
with concrete objects and then do the worksheet.Ask the

children to discriminate the initial and ending sounds of

words such as “leaf”, “umbrella”, “plant”, “rabbit”.
Activity 25 Trace on dotted Line and Colour

(Visual-motor Coordination)
Encourage the children to observe the picture. Discuss about
the picture. Talk about birds. Ask the children to count the
birds. Then ask the children to colour the birds above the
tree brown and colour the birds below blue.Encourage the
children to trace on the broken lines wherever they appear.

Activity 26 Find the Shortest Path
(Spatial Relationship and visual motor coordination)
Ask the children to find the shortest path to reach the object.
Later ask them to trace the given patterns.

Activity 27 Match the Numbers
(Figure-Ground Intersecting Lines)
Use language instructions such as, “Here is a picture with
lots of twisting lines. Each line has a number printed at both
the ends (Indicate). Look at the line with number 1 at the top
and number 1 at the bottom (Indicate the numbers). Put your
finger on the number 1 and trace/follow the line with your
finger to the number 1 at the bottom. Now pick up a blue
crayon and trace the line with the number 1 at each end. Start
at the top and go right down to the bottom. Demonstrate
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with all the lines with numbers on it and read aloud the
numbers. Similarly do the other lines. Take the appropriate
coloured crayon each time. Try not to take your crayon off
the paper.

Activity 28 Find the Similar
(Position in Space)
This activity is similar to activity 5.
Provide concrete experience to demonstrate the first row. Use
envelopes with stamps on it at different places. Continue in a
similar manner for the other rows.

Activity 29 Match the Box
(Perceptual Constancy and Shape Matching)
Say, “Look at the worksheet, here you will see toys kept in
different sized boxes. What is in the top box? That’s right a
‘doll’. We need another box just like this one (indicate) to put
the doll in. Help me to find a similar empty box. Match the
boxes which are similar in size. Continue in a similar manner
with the duck, bear, train. (Do sound discrimination activity)
Ask the children to bring their favourite toy and talk about it.

Activity 30 Draw Lines
(Visual-Motor Coordination)
(Let’s practice the strokes which we’ve done)
Similar to activities 26, 17, 15, 13, 14.Demonstrate the strokes
on the blackboard as well as on paper.

Activity 31 Colour
(Visual-Motor Coordination)
Use a story while demonstrating the worksheet. Say, “Chimpu
the chameleon is very clever. It can change its colour to match
its background so that nobody is able to locate/see him.
Today Chimpu the chameleon is going to meet his friend, who
lives far away. Chimpu will have to blend in with the scenery
or the background as he walks to his friend’s house so that
he is not spotted.”Discuss the pictures and explain to the
children how they are going to fill the colour. Ask the children
to fill the colour in the background of each picture using
crayons/coloured pencils. Then ask them to colour the
Chimpu. Say, “Be careful while you’re colouring Chimpu. He
should be the same colour as the background picture/
scenery”.

Activity 32 Pre-Number Concept
(Visual-motor Coordination)
This activity is similar to activity 6.

Activity 33 Find the Hidden Shape
(Figure-ground Perception)
Ask the children to identify the shapes and then find the similar
hidden shapes in the next box and colour them.

Activity 34 Trace and Colour
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Ask the children to observe the picture carefully and talk about
it. Then ask them to trace over the dotted/broken lines and
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colour the picture. Ask the children to identify the initial and
ending sounds in words like, ‘tent’, ‘girl’, ‘dog’, and ‘ant’.·
Ask the children to collect and paste pictures of objects that
begin with ‘a’ on separate paper.

Activity 35 Trace on dotted Lines
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Talk about the peacock. Ask the children to identify the initial
and ending sound of ‘peacock’. What else begin with ‘P’? Then
ask them to join the dots and colour the picture. Ask the
children to collect and paste pictures of objects that begin
with ‘P’ on  separate paper.

Activity 36 Draw Shapes
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Ask the children to draw triangles by joining the dots. The
first one is done for them. Then ask them to draw on
horizontal dotted lines.

Activity 37 Sequential Learning
(Spatial Relationships)
Show the picture. Discuss that we all know how quickly an
ice cream melts or is eaten. Discuss the pictures (happenings)
in the correct order. Then carefully take off (tear/cut each
picture on the dotted lines. Again demonstrate and arrange
the pictures in a correct order and explain. Now ask the
children to put the ice cream in the correct sequential order.

Activity 38 Find the Hidden Picture
(Figure-ground Perception)
Let the children observe the picture carefully. Discuss it.
Create the story “Once a shepherd loses his five sheep. He is
worried because there is a wolf in the forest. (Find the wolf
hidden in the picture). Ask the children to help the shepherd
find his sheep. Colour the hidden sheep yellow. Colour the
wolf red. After finding the sheep and the wolf, colour the rest
of the picture”.
• Ask the children to identify the initial sound of ‘wolf’. What

else begin with ‘w’.
• Collect and paste pictures of objects that begin with ‘w’

on separate paper.
Activity 39 Draw Lines

(Visual-motor Coordination)
Talk about the picture. Create the story by saying — “It is
raining heavily. Uncle Ram has lost his umbrella. He only
has the stick. Join the dotted lines to complete the umbrella.
In the picture ask the children to identify the initial sound of
‘uncle’. What else begin with the sound ‘u’. Collect and paste
pictures of objects that begin with U.

Activity 40 Biggest to Smallest and Vice-versa
(Perceptual Constancy: Comparison of sizes of figures)
Say,” Here are a few pictures of a duck that is growing up. By
indicating the smallest bird say — ‘First it is a baby and then
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it grows bigger and bigger. Ask the children to join the dotted
lines and complete the ducks.Review the concept of birds.
Discuss the children sizes (Big-small). Ask them to draw five
eggs in order (biggest to smallest or vice-versa) below each duck.

Activity 41 What is different?
Spatial Relationships (Similarities and differences)
Use instructions such as — “look at the first row”. What are
these? (Let the children name each picture) Then ask them
which picture/object does not belong to the group or which
picture is different. Why? Ask the children to encircle the
different picture in each row. Ask them to join the dotted
horizontal lines.

Activity 42 Draw Anti-clockwise Lines
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Ask the children to identify the pictures and then trace on the
dotted lines in an anti-clockwise direction.

Activity 43 Match the Figure
(Position in Space)
This activity is similar to activity 5.

Activity 44 First, second and third
Position in Space (Ordinal Numbers)
Discuss the picture. Talk about the animals and their race.
Then ask the children to colour the animal coming first in the
race yellow and last red. Encourage the children to trace on
the dotted lines wherever they appear.

Activity 45, Space Concepts
46 and 47 In – Out

Up –Down
In front – Behindand In-between
On – Under· Before – After
Full – Empty
(Position in Space)
Provide lot of experience with concrete objects. First show and
discuss the pictures. Say, “Look at the first picture. Here the
parrot is in the cage and here the parrot is out of the cage.
Colour the picture yellow where the parrot is in the cage and
colour it green where it is out. Similarly do the other concepts.

Activity 48 Trace on Dotted Lines
and 49 (Visual-motor Coordination)

Ask the children to keep their left hand on the drawing. Let
them count their fingers. Then ask them to trace on the dotted
lines.Similarly do activity 49. Activity 49 will be done with the
help of another child.
Let the children use the vocabulary and talk about the pictures
when they finish the concept worksheets.For eg.” tie a coloured

string on the right wrist. Explain to them that when the

teacher calls out “right” then the children will raise the hand

which has the string tied to it”.
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Activity 50 Match the Equal Sets
(Number concept and visual-motor coordination)
Let the children identify the pictures. Then ask them to draw
a line to connect the ones that contain the same number of
objects.

Activity 51 Match the figure
(Position in Space)
This activity is similar to activity 5.

Activity 52 Say the Sound- which is different
(Visual-auditory association)
Show the top row of the worksheet. Ask the children to identify
the objects. Ask them to give the initial sound of each object.
Then ask which object is different?Tell them to draw collect

and paste pictures of objects that begin with the sound t, w,

c, d, g, h, l, u

Activity 53 Draw a Sunny Day
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Discuss the picture. Then ask the children to complete the
drawing by adding a sun and 1 more bird in the sky, 2 more
fishes in the river and 3 flowers in the bushes.

Activity 54 Complete the Bead Pattern
(Spatial Relationships)
Use instructions such as—Here you see a row of beads.
(Demonstrate first with concrete beads). Then show the
worksheet. What shape do you see? That’s right — a red circle,
than a blue square, then a red circle and then a blue square
once again. What shape do you think should come next?
That’s right — a red circle. Draw and colour it.Similarly do
with remaining rows.

Activity 55 Complete the Picture
and 56 (Figure-Ground: Figure Completion)

In this activity, the children’s drawings need not be well
executed (does not require perfection). They should be able
to indicate which lines/patterns are missing. Say, “This is a
game of completing the pictures.

Activity 57 Trace the Pattern
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Ask the children to trace on the dotted lines and help the
animals reach their food.

Activity 58 One-to-One Correspondence
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Demonstrate this activity first. Talk about the first row. Say,
“Here you see pictures of hens. Count all the hens and colour.
Now draw one egg below each hen. Similarly draw one flower
below each leaf, one leaf on each mango and one ball for
each bat.

Activity 59 Trace on dotted lines in a clockwise direction
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Tracing on the dotted lines in a clockwise direction. Let the
children name the animals and talk about the animals. Say,
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“Let’s walk on the dotted line (trace with your index finger)
and see which animal we will meet. (Try not to remove your
finger from the dotted line). This activity prepare the children

in writing P, D, R, B, 3, 5).

Activity 60 Draw Lines
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Create a story. Say, “The girl wants to go to the garden. Pick
up your crayon and draw right down the middle of the path
from the girl to the garden. Make your corners sharp where
the path turns suddenly. This activity help children in writing

numbers such as 3 and 5 and letters such as ‘v’ and ‘w’.

Activity 61 Trace on the dotted lines
(Visual-motor Coordination: Tracing on the dotted lines.)
Narrate the story “Mini Chali Nani Ke Ghar “ (see Activity 62).
Then ask the children to trace on the dotted lines to complete
the trees. Use the same colour as shown on the dots.

Activity 62 Story
“Mini Chali Nani Ke Ghar”
Ek din Mini apni nani ke ghar jaane ki tayaari kar rahi thi.

Usne apni maa se kaha aur uski maa ne Mini ki nani ke liye

pakwan banaye. Khaane ki tokri lekar Mini nani ke ghar ki

aur chal padi. Uski maa ne Mini ko samjhaya ki dhyaan se

jaana. Jungle mein bahut saare junglee jaanwar rahte hain.

Mini ghar se nikal padi. Thodi door jaate hi use ek fox mila.

Usko bahut bhook lagi thi woh Mini ko khana chahata tha.

Mini bahut intelligent thi. Usne socha aur fox se kaha ki

mein kamzor hoon. Mughe khaakar tumhari bhook nahin

mitegi. Mein nani ke ghar jaa rahi hoon. Nani ke ghar

jaaoongi doodh malai khaoongi moti hokar aaoongi tab tum

munjko khaajaana.Aise hi use sher mila phir bhaaloo mila

un sabse usne yahi kaha .................Nani ke ghar pahunch

kar usne maze kiye, nani ne use khoob khilaya. Shaam hote

hi woh waapsi ki taiyaari karne lagi lekin use dar lag raha

tha ki jaanwar use pakad kar khaa jaayenge. Usne apni

nani ko saari baat batayee. Nani ne ek dholak li aur usme

mini ko bitha kar dhakel diya. Wah dholak chalta hai loodak

loodak... Usko phir saare jaanwar milte hain ek ek kar ke

aur usse poochte hain ki dholak tumne Mini ko dekha hai?

Andar se Mini kehati hai ki nahin aur unko dholak ko dhakka

maarne ke liye kehti hai. Aise karte karte saare jaanwar

usse yahi poochte hain aur woh yahi jawab deti hai.

Loodakte loodakte woh ghar pahunch jaati hai aur apni maa

ko sab kuch bataati hai.

Activity 63 Draw Lines
(Visual-motor Coordination [One to one correspondence])
Say, “Here are two pictures where a girl and a boy are flying
kites but the kites have no strings. The kites will blow away
so draw a string starting from the dot to the hand of each of
the girl/boy. Try not to stop while drawing the line.
(Demonstrate)
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Activity 64 Pattern Matching
(Position in Space)
Show the worksheet to the children. Talk about the picture.
Discuss the position of the children. Draw a line to join the
children wearing shirts, which have similar patterns.

Activity 65 Draw Anti Clockwise Lines
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Say, “There are many oranges on the tree. Trace over the
oranges in an anticlockwise direction. (Demonstrate) using
the picture in the box.Now count the oranges. Draw 4 more
oranges on the ground and colour.Ask the children to say

the initial sound of ‘orange’. What else begin with ‘O’?

Activity 66 Colour the Shapes
(Perceptual Constancy)
Show the picture and talk about the shapes in the engine.
Ask them to look carefully and colour the shapes kept outside
according to the coloured shapes on the engine. Talk about

big and small shapes.

Activity 67 Match the Fishes
(Position in Space and Visual-motor Coordination)
Show the worksheet and talk about the fish and review the
concept of water animals. Ask them to identify the small and
big fish. Discuss the similarities and differences in them. Then
ask them to draw a line between each fish that matches. Sing
these lines —
”The funny fish swim to and fro

The funny fish swim to and fro

The funny fish swim to and fro

F f f f fish f f f f fish”

(say sound)
Then let the children trace the waves on the dotted lines.
Encourage the children to look and paste pictures starting

with the sound ‘f’ eg. flag, flower, five, fan, etc. on the paper.

Activity 68 Find the Shadow
(Perceptual Constancy)
Say, “look at the picture in the box. There is a ball, apple, hat
and a kite. Match each one with its correct shadow. Draw a
line to join it.
Encourage the children to play shadow games.

Activity 69 Colour each animal
(Figure-Ground: Overlapping Figures)
Say, “There are five animals in the picture. Try to identify and
name the animals. That’s right — an owl, a fish, a duck, a dog
and a cat. First take a yellow crayon and outline an ‘owl’. Try
not to take your crayon off the paper. Now take a green crayon
and outline the ‘fish’ and so on. If the children wish to colour
let them do so.
Talk about animals that fly, walk and swim.

Encourage the children to say atleast two to three sentences

about these animals.
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Activity 75 One to One Correspondence
(Visual-motor Coordination)
This activity is similar to activity 68. Ask them to draw a line
to match them to their shadow.

Activity 76 Find me a Path
(Spatial Relationship and Perceptual Constancy)
Say, “Riku has forgotten to pick up his toy car, ball, cap and
pencil from the playground. Help him to go back and collect
his toys. Ask them to match the toys with their shadows.

Activity 77 Draw Lines
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Say, “ the caterpillar wants to eat the leaf. Complete the body
of the caterpillar so that he can enjoy eating the leaves.Also
join the dots given below to complete the grass.

Activity 78 Match Numbers
Ask the children to match the flowers with corresponding
butterflies by drawing lines.

Activity 79 Colour
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Talk about the rainbow. Tell the children that the rainbow
has 7 different colours. Read out the colour names for the
children. Ask them to colour the rainbow according to their
labels.

Activity 80 Draw Eggs
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Talk about the hen. Ask the children to draw the correct
number of eggs under each hen. Review the concept of birds.

Activity 81 Match and Colour
(Perceptual Constancy)
Say, “Meena and Mittoo are playing with their balls. There
are many balls lying on the ground. Match the balls which
are similar. Then colour Meena’s ball.

Activity 82 Find Real Size
(Visual-motor Coordination and Understanding Size)
Let the children identify the pictures. If possible show them
concrete objects. Show and discuss the size of the objects in
real life? Then ask the children to colour the smallest object
(size in real life) in each row blue.

Activity 83 Find Odd One Out
Let the children identify the pictures. Then ask them to circle
the one that does not belong in each row. Join the dotted lines.

Activity 84 Match the same sound pictures
(Spatial Relationship)
Let the children observe and discuss the picture. Ask the
children to identify the bird whose name begin with the initial
sound ‘p’ i.e., peacock. Then ask them what else in the picture
begin with sound ‘p’. Ask them to colour the pictures with
same colour that begin with the same initial sound. Similarly
do with remaining pictures.
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Activity 85 Visual Discrimination
(Spatial Relationship)
Let the children identify both the pictures. Say, “the two
pictures are not the same”. Ask them to spot the differences
find what is missing in each picture.

Activity 86 Balloon and Strings
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Ask the children to draw a string for each balloon. Now colour
the balloon with 1 (green), 2 (blue), 3 (red), 4 (orange), 5 (yellow).

Activity 87 Find Toys
(Visual-motor Coordination)
Discuss the picture. Ask the children to follow the lines with a
crayon to find out who will play with each toy.

Activity 88 Match Letters
(Position in Space)
Let the children identify the picture. Then ask them to join
each letter to the same one in the word in each picture. Look
carefully at the word.

Activity 89 Arrange Story Cards in a Sequence
and 90 (Spatial Relationships)

These cards are given in removable form. You can tear them
for the child and paste them on separate pieces of cardboard.
Arrange them in a sequence and read the story aloud to the
children. Now ask them to look at the pictures, arrange them
in a sequence and tell the story.
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SECTION II

READINESS WORKSHEETS FOR CHILDREN





Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

1

Activity 1
(Find what is different?)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

2

Activity 2
(Find the Similar Pictures)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

3

Activity 3
(Find the Similar)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

4

Activity 4
(Find what is different?)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

5

Activity 5
(Match the figure)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

6

Activity 6
(Identify Big-Small)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

7

Activity 7
(Find the Similar)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

8

Activity 8
(Match the Position)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

9

Activity 9
(Match Rectangle)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

10

Activity 10
(Intersecting Lines)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

11

Activity 11
(Find the Hidden Square)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

12

Activity 12
(Find the Hidden Triangle)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

13

Activity 13
(Draw Lines - Anti Clock-wise)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

14

Activity 14
(Draw Lines - Anti Clock-wise)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

15

Activity 15
(Draw Lines - Anti Clock-wise)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

16

Activity 16
(Trace on the dotted lines)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

17

Activity 17
(Draw Lines - Clockwise)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

18

Activity 18
(Draw Lines)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

19

Activity 19
(Draw Lines)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

20

Activity 20
(Find My Position)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

21

Activity 21
(Trace on the dotted lines)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

22

Activity 22
(Find Me a Path)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

23

Activity 23
(Intersecting Lines)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

24

Activity 24
(Find Odd One Out)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

25

Activity 25
(Trace on dotted Line and Colour)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

26

Activity 26
(Find the Shortest Path)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

27

Activity 27
(Match the Numbers)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

28

Activity 28
(Find the Similar)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

29

Activity 29
(Match the Box)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

30

Activity 30
(Draw Lines)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

31

Activity 31
(Colour)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

32

Activity 32
(Pre-Number Concept)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

33

Activity 33
(Find the Hidden Shape)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

34

Activity 34
(Trace and Colour)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

35

Activity 35
(Trace on dotted Lines)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

36

Activity 36
(Draw Shapes)
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Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

37

Activity 37
(Sequential Learning)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

38

Activity 38
(Find the Hidden Picture)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

39

Activity 39
(Draw Lines and Colour)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

40

Activity 40
(Biggest to Smallest and Vice-versa)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

41

Activity 41
(What is different?)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

42

Activity 42
(Draw Lines - Anti-clockwise)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

43

Activity 43
(Match the Figure)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

44

Activity 44
(First, second and third)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

45

Activity 45
(Space Concepts)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

46

Activity 46
(Space Concepts)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

47

Activity 47
(Space Concepts)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

48

Activity 48
(Trace on Dotted Lines)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

49

Activity 49
(Trace on Dotted Lines)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

50

Activity 50
(Match the Equal Sets)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

51

Activity 51
(Match the figure)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

52

Activity 52
(Say the Sound - Which is Different?)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

53

Activity 53
(Draw a Sunny Day)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

54

Activity 54
(Complete the Bead Pattern)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

55

Activity 55
(Complete the Picture)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

56

Activity 56
(Complete the Picture)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

57

Activity 57
(Trace the Pattern)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

58

Activity 58
(One-to-One Correspondence)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

59

Activity 59
(Trace on dotted lines in a clockwise direction)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

60

Activity 60
(Draw Lines)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

61

Activity 61
(Trace on the dotted lines)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

62

Activity 62
(Story)

Mini chali Nani ke ghar

Ek din Mini apni nani ke ghar jaane ki tayaari kar rahi thi.  Usne apni

maa se kaha aur uski maa ne Mini ki nani ke liye pakwan banaya.  Khaane

ki tokri lekar Mini nani ke ghar ki aur chal padi. Uski maa ne Mini ko

samjhaya ki dhyaan se jaana. Jungle mein bahut saare junglee jaanwar

rahte hain.  Mini ghar se nikal padi.  Thodi door jaate hi use ek fox mila.

Usko bahut bhook lagi thi wah Mini ko khana chahata tha.  Mini bahut

intelligent thi.  Usne socha aur fox se kaha ki mein kamzor hoon, mujhe

khaakar tumhari bhook nahin mitegi.  Mein nani ke ghar jaa rahi hoon.

Nani ke ghar jaaoongi doodh malai khaoongi, moti hokar aaoongi tab tum

mujhko khaajaana.

Aise hi use sher mila phir bhaaloo mila un sabse usne yahi kaha…………..

Nani ke ghar pahunch kar usne maze kiye. Nani ko khoob khilaya.  Shaam

hote he woh waapsi ki taiyaari karne lagi lekin use dar lag raha tha ki

jaanwar use pakad kar khaa jaayenge. Usne apni nani ko saari baat

batayee.  Nani ne ek dholak li aur usme Mini ko bitha kar dhakel diya.

Woh dholak chalti hai loodak loodak…. Usko phir saare jaanwar milte

hain ek ek kar ke aur usse poochte hain ki dholak tumne Mini ko dekha hai.

Andar se Mini kehati hai ki nahin aur unko dholak ko dhakka maarne ke

liye kehti hai.  Aise karte karte saare jaanwar usse yahi poochte hain aur

wah yahi jawab deti hai. Loodakte loodakte woh ghar pahunch jaati hai

aur apni maa ko sab kuch bataati hai.



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

63

Activity 63
(Draw Lines)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

64

Activity 64
(Match the Patterns)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

65

Activity 65
(Draw Lines - Anti Clock-wise)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

66

Activity 66
(Colour the Shapes)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

67

Activity 67
(Match the Fishes)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

68

Activity 68
(Find the Shadow)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

69

Activity 69
(Colour each Animal)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

70

Activity 70
(Find Me a Path)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

71

Activity 71
(Match Dots)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

72

Activity 72
(Colour More-Less)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

73

Activity 73
(Count and Colour)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

74

Activity 74
(Draw Lines and Find the Correct Path)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

75

Activity 75
(One to One Correspondence)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

76

Activity 76
(Find me a Path)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

77

Activity 77
(Draw Lines)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

78

Activity 78
(Match Numbers)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

79

Activity 79
(Colour)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

80

Activity 80
(Draw Eggs)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

81

Activity 81
(Match and Colour)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

82

Activity 82
(Find the Real Size)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

83

Activity 83
(Find the Odd One Out)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

84

Activity 84
(Match the Same Sound Pictures)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

85

Activity 85
(Find the Difference)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

86

Activity 86
(Attach the Strings to the Balloons)

1

2

3
4

5



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

87

Activity 87
(Find the Toys)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

88

Activity 88
(Match the Letters)



Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

89

Activity 89
(Arrange the Story Cards in a Sequence)
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Name....................                                                                                       Date....................

90

Activity 90
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